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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Here is an interesting Meme—"Congratulations Democrats! You've 4 
managed to bring back the 1918 pandemic, the 1929 Great 5 
Depression, and the 1960's race riots all at the same time." 6 
I remember how they howled when Tim Tebow took a knee to 7 
pray. Now they want to take a knee to—to what? To "pay"? The pay 8 
for past sins? To pay for slavery? 9 
I also remember Ruby Ridge, and Waco—and a government far 10 
less tolerant of armed "protesters." 11 
What does it mean—all these videos popping up of black on black 12 
and black on white assaults. A black man slamming a skateboard 13 
into the face of a black lady while his black friends mock, laugh, 14 
and make a joke of it while filming it. And black thugs attacking 15 
old white folks—one kid knocking a 90-year-old woman to the 16 
sidewalk, and another black thug attacking an old white guy, barely 17 
able to walk, in the aisle of a grocery store and beat him 18 
unconscious— 19 
More American corporations "taking sides" in the culture war: 20 
Chick-Fil-A decides to kneel, Popular Mechanics presents an 21 
article explaining how best to tear down a statue, T-Mobile is 22 
boycotting Tucker Carlson for his stand on BLM.  23 
What is the answer! Kneel to angry black men and women or kneel 24 
to JESUS? 25 
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Trump wants to resume his rallies — Fauci warns COVID-19 cases 26 
will increase. Over 1 million sign up for his rally—Newsome orders 27 
all Californians to wear masks.  28 
Seattle's Mayor changes her tune when "protesters" attack her 29 
house. Portland's Mayor starts whistling law and order when the 30 
"protesters" gather in his street. Who knows, perhaps there is hope 31 
for these folks—you've heard the saying that a conservative is a 32 
liberal who has been mugged. 33 
Okay, my friends, it's time for your brain massage. 34 
[TRUTH] 35 
Are you feeling overwhelmed?  36 
I remember how they howled when Tim Tebow took a knee to 37 
pray. Now they want to take a knee to—to what? To "pay"? The pay 38 
for past sins? To pay for slavery? 39 
Chic-Fil-A CEO takes a knee to shine the shoes of a Christian 40 
rapper and business owner. Well, so! Jesus washed the feet of His 41 
disciples. But the reason Chic-Fil-A knelt before this Christian 42 
rapper to shine his shoes was to express shame over racism. Oh!~ 43 
Well, I don't think Jesus was expressing shame over racism—44 
because Jesus died for ALL MANKIND — He had this idea that 45 
EVERY SOUL MATTERED. Sad to discover Dan Cathy has been 46 
racist, and feels guilty about it, and imagines that shining the shoes 47 
of a black brother will "atone for racism in America." 48 
I've never heard anything so blasphemous coming from anyone 49 
who calls himself a Christian. First, the only act powerful enough 50 
to atone for sin was the Death of JESUS CHRIST on the CROSS. 51 
Yo, Danny, shining shoes does not atonement make. And this goes 52 
to the heart of what's totally WRONG about all of this—as you 53 
shall see. 54 
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Dan Cathy is not called upon to "atone" for anything—he is a self-55 
appointed, and totally self-righteous "Christian" who thinks 56 
bowing down to political correctness will appease.  57 
So, what is Cathy bowing to? What does his act of humiliation 58 
actually do about the problem he is trying to address? NOTHING! 59 
Well, actually, it does do one thing! It empowers the Black Lives 60 
Matter movement—it justifies what Antifa and BLM are doing 61 
right now in this country. It, quite literally, strengthens evil and 62 
weakens righteousness—I mean the real righteousness.  63 
The Righteousness that focuses on the execution of judgment to 64 
restore justice on behalf of anyone that is victimized by injustice—65 
that's a gesture that means something. Kneeling to shine someone's 66 
shoes, especially in the current environment, responding to the 67 
pressure of threats and intimidation, only justifies what BLM and 68 
Antifa are doing—it amounts to bowing down the violence and 69 
force being used by Antifa/BLM.  70 
In what way, exactly, will Cathy and Christian rapper Lecrae 71 
"atone" for racism by a black man allowing a white man to shine 72 
his shoes? Black people who feel themselves to be victims of white 73 
racism are helped by this in exactly what way? Please tell me? In 74 
what way is justice served by this ridiculous showcasing of — 75 
what? I don't even know what to call this.  76 
Are Cathy and Lecrae buying in to the idea that reversing roles 77 
actually balances the scales of justice? Is justice served when what 78 
happened to black people during antebellum finally happens to 79 
white people after it? (Antebellum, in this case, by the way, refers 80 
to what occurred before the Civil War.) Is it justice to require all 81 
Japanese people today to pay all Americans today, reparations for 82 
Pearl Harbor? 83 
Well, let's see! Slavery was first legalized in America in a 1600s case 84 
involving an indentured servant whose time for release had come, 85 
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but the owner of that man's contract was angry because he felt the 86 
indentured servant had not fulfilled his contract. So he took this 87 
fellow to court, and argued that because this indentured servant 88 
(by the way, an indentured servant was someone who was 89 
contracted to serve someone for a specified period of time for a 90 
specified wage or other benefit). The court ruled in favor of the 91 
plaintiff, and ordered the indentured servant to serve under the 92 
owner of his contract for the rest of his life. This was the first case 93 
of legalized slavery, in which a court in these colonies awarded 94 
legal possession of a man — and, guess what? Well, you already 95 
guessed it. It was a black man named Anthony Johnson, who filed 96 
this suit against his black indentured servant, named John Casor 97 
and was awarded the ruling by a black judge. This was in 1654-98 
1655. What??? 99 
Now, how are we going to get justice for that? Will we have to find 100 
a white man, who will file suit against a white employee, and get a 101 
white judge to award that white fellow the right to own that white 102 
man for life? How, exactly, is that justice?  103 
And what about the black village chiefs who rounded up blacks 104 
from other tribes to sell them to the white slave traders—do we get 105 
justice for that by reversing roles on this. Let's have black slave 106 
traders buy white slaves from whites who kidnapped them to sell 107 
them. How, exactly, does that make for justice? 108 
Those black sex slave traders selling white women to be sex slaves 109 
are actually balancing the scales of justice? Is that what justice is? 110 
Is it justice for someone to have happen to them what they did to 111 
someone else?  112 
Justice would be an act whereby righteousness is reestablished—113 
not an act whereby injustice is REPEATED, over and over and 114 
over. 115 
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Justice is served when judgment occurs that corrects injustice — 116 
not when the injustice is simply turned onto the perpetrator.  117 
Do you understand? If justice is nothing more than doing to 118 
someone else what they did to you then evil wins. Because now we 119 
are in an endless cycle of injustice. 120 
One guy does an injustice upon another, so then that person does 121 
an injustice on them—all we have done is increase injustice. 122 
But if judgment corrects injustice—if the person is made to make 123 
restitution for something he or she did, and restore what was 124 
taken, that is justice. 125 
But now we have another problem. If I exact restitution from 126 
someone who never committed the injustice—that restitution 127 
cannot satisfy justice. Now what we are doing is committing 128 
another act of injustice. Once again, injustice cannot be satisfied 129 
with more injustice. It's something else, but it is not justice. 130 
So, what is it? It's something called vengeance. Vengeance is 131 
satisfied by punishment. Vengeance is satisfied when one vents 132 
anger upon another who has angered them. It is revenge. Re-venge 133 
is pouring out on another the anger provoked in them by violation 134 
or perceived violation of their person or property, or pouring upon 135 
another the anger that is felt from an insult, or injury, or perceived 136 
insult or injury. Essentially, vengeance is about making someone 137 
else feel bad because you were made to feel bad. Ostensibly, the 138 
persons you seek to avenge your anger are those who inflicted that 139 
anger. God has watched as wicked men and women have shed the 140 
blood of His servants—from righteous Abel Revelation 16:3-7. 141 
"And the second angel poured out his vial upon the sea; and it 142 
became as the blood of a dead man: and every living soul died in 143 
the sea.  144 
And the third angel poured out his vial upon the rivers and 145 
fountains of waters; and they became blood.  146 
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And I heard the angel of the waters say, Thou art righteous, O 147 
Lord, which art, and wast, and shalt be, because thou hast judged 148 
thus.  149 
For they have shed the blood of saints and prophets, and thou hast 150 
given them blood to drink; for they are worthy.  151 
And I heard another out of the altar say, Even so, Lord God 152 
Almighty, true and righteous are thy judgments." 153 
Now, I think we might legitimately assume that not every living 154 
soul afflicted by this judgment personally engaged in killing God's 155 
saints and prophets. Many of them assented to it perhaps, maybe 156 
even passively approved of it, perhaps as Ezekiel warned us, they 157 
did not lift up their voice against it — and so this general 158 
outpouring of wrath from GOD upon mankind at this time may be 159 
said to be warranted. At least the angels testified to the 160 
"righteousness" of this — but this was not an act of justice. This is 161 
an act of vengeance. They shed the blood of saints and prophets, so 162 
God gave them blood to drink!  163 
I am not accusing God of committing an act of injustice! But what 164 
I am saying is that God pours out His vengeance upon the 165 
ungodly—the wrath He has carried all these millennia will one day 166 
be let go! All the provocation of wicked men has been, as the Bible 167 
says, treasured up against the day of wrath—it will finally, fully fall 168 
upon this world in outpouring of HIS WRATH. 169 
And this will not be an act of justice—it will be an act of DIVINE 170 
VENGEANCE.  171 
God strictly forbids us to take vengeance into our own hands. 172 
Romans 12:19 "Dearly beloved, avenge not yourselves, but rather 173 
give place unto wrath: for it is written, Vengeance is mine; I will 174 
repay, saith the Lord." 175 
The context speaks of acting in wrath against another for any 176 
insult, or injury that provokes us. We are not to "avenge" ourselves. 177 
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And the reason is this, "Vengeance is mine; I will repay, saith the 178 
LORD."  179 
What these people are doing is vengeance, not justice. They are 180 
angry at past or present injustices. What we see happening from 181 
Antifa and BLM is testimony to the fact that men, apart from Law, 182 
cannot execute vengeance without committing injustice. 183 
I have to close this segment, and really I feel like I just got to the 184 
point—so maybe I'll take this up some more later.  185 
Vengeance cannot be executed by men without injustice being the 186 
result—we must seek JUSTICE and not VENGEANCE. Vengeance 187 
is destructive and will invariably lead to multiple acts of 188 
INJUSTICE. Do I need to recount what has been happening in 189 
Seattle, in Portland, in Atlanta—the one exacting their personal 190 
anger and hatred against real and imagined injustices are actually 191 
destroying their own property, the property of those who are their 192 
brothers, they are raging and foaming out their hatred—but they 193 
are destroying themselves. Leave vengeance to GOD! Let us take 194 
steps to satisfy JUSTICE — and not satiate the hatred of evil 195 
people. 196 
I'll be right back! 197 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 198 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 199 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 200 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 201 
liberty. 202 
I remember how the liberal howled and scoffed and ridiculed and 203 
railed against Tim Tebow because he took a knee to honor Jesus on 204 
the football field. But they seem to have a different opinion about 205 
kneeling to "protest" America—actually, to make a statement that 206 
all whites are racist! Which, of course, is the epitome of racism. 207 
But, we don't think about that! Right? Because black people were 208 
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treated unjustly by some white people a long time ago, all whites 209 
must be regarded as racist today!  210 
And the liberals have done such a good job of fomenting this 211 
anger, this hatred, among some black communities that they feel 212 
justified to walk along the street and knock an old 90-year-old 213 
white lady down to the ground unconscious. This has been 214 
pumped into the thinking of certain black communities so 215 
thoroughly that some black thugs think they are justified to attack 216 
an old white guy literally shuffling along an aisle in a grocery store 217 
and beat him unconscious — .  218 
The liberal students of Lucifer worshipping Alinsky have targeted 219 
these young black Americans and pumped them so full of blind 220 
rage and hatred—they are attacking their own. I watched a video 221 
recently of a black kid, holding his skate board, talking to a young 222 
black lady, and this was being filmed by a group of his black 223 
friends—so this kid takes his skateboard and knocks this girl to her 224 
back, out cold, smashed her right in the face—the gang videoing 225 
this are yucking it up, laughing, they thought it was funny I guess—226 
I wondered if this was staged it just seemed to surreal—but I can 227 
tell you what I know was not staged and that is the hundreds of 228 
black business owners whose business has been burnt down, whose 229 
stores have been looted, who have been brutalized by BLM and 230 
Antifa who are supposedly protesting against those who devalue 231 
black lives.  232 
You see! The problem with movements like Black Lives Matter is 233 
that to them NO LIVES MATTER. Black lives don't matter to 234 
them. White lives don't matter to them. Life does not matter to 235 
them. They want political power to take over our country and 236 
LOOT IT for their own PROFIT. That's right! Black Lives Matter 237 
CoFounder demands whites give up their homes to blacks. Says 238 
white people do not have the right to pass their homes to their own 239 
children; they must deed them to blacks. Three of Saul Alinksy's 240 
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ideological grandchildren, organizers, like Obama, that founded 241 
Black Lives Matter, they are calling for defunding the Police, they 242 
are the ones calling for the abolition of all immigration laws 243 
interfering with illegals, they want to legalize the sex trade—244 
prostitution, and so on — they want to confiscate the land of 245 
farmers, they want to destroy the nuclear family as we know it, they 246 
are demanding every black person in America receive a livable 247 
wage for life.  248 
That's the BLM movement. And that movement has adopted the 249 
Antifa movement as the militant arm of BLM and joined together 250 
to launch an insurrection against America! The fact is, however, 251 
the BLM have been militant from the beginning, but their co-252 
conspirators in the MSM have hidden that from the public—in one 253 
of their early marches they were chanting PIGS IN A BLANKET 254 
FRY LIKE BACON — let's burn the cops — let's set them on fire. 255 
And that is what they are doing today! They are firebombing squad 256 
cars. Two BLM lawyers were recently arrested for handing out 257 
molotov cocktails and encouraging BLM rioters to join them in 258 
firebombing police cars—they were arrested, made bail, but some 259 
conservative appealed their bail and they were re-arrested —  260 
And liberals — listen, liberty does not matter to liberals. They crave 261 
power! That's it. The Black Lives Matter movement has gained 262 
political power and they want to use that political power to get rid 263 
of Trump, to bring Christians to BOW DOWN to the spirit of 264 
tyranny.  265 
The proof is plain to see.  266 
Because I also remember Ruby Ridge, and Waco—and a 267 
government far less tolerant of armed "protesters." 268 
What happened to the liberal's morbid fear of AR-15s? I 269 
understand the leader of CHAZ or CHOP — in Seattle — Raz 270 
Simone is seen on video passing out AR-15s to minors—. 271 
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If this was Waco? If this was Ruby Ridge! Aw, come on. If this was 272 
white guys—this would have been over in hours.  273 
Not that Christians would pull something like this, but, take notes!  274 
If this was a group that hoisted a Christian flag over an area and 275 
called it CHRISTIAN ZONE — and passed out AR-15s to protect 276 
their usurped territory—tanks would be rolling baby. FBI + ATF + 277 
National Guard + — I mean, tear gas would cover the area and 278 
SWAT would be moving in, good night, there would be black 279 
helicopters swarming that area, with SWAT rapelling down into 280 
the "hot zone" — it would be over within, count them, within let's 281 
give it 2 hours. Because they would first bark orders to stand down, 282 
to come out with your hands up, and so on with loudspeakers for 283 
at least 20 minutes. And then they would move in! 284 
CNN would be there talking about the radical white supremacist 285 
Christian insurrection—. 286 
The fact is this whole thing is BOGUS! It's a pre-orchestrated 287 
terrorist attack on America — Trump must step in to this and DO 288 
SOMETHING VERY SOON! But the problem is, he knows exactly 289 
what this is. It's political maneuvering. They are doing everything 290 
in their power to provoke Trump into coming in with a great show 291 
of force so they can get it all on film. I wonder if those people 292 
joining the BLM/Antifa movement really understand what the 293 
Liberals have planned for them. I'm tellin' ya folks—these wicked 294 
people are setting these kids up to be what they used to call cannon 295 
fodder for their war to take over of the White House in November. 296 
This COVID nonsense — we now know this is fake — the COVID 297 
thing was never going to be the Godzilla of all viruses they made it 298 
out to be. It was MSM hyped fake NEWS and we all got taken in. 299 
99% of everyone who gets this virus survives it — and that's 300 
WITHOUT A VACCINE. You have been lied to. 301 
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Masks DO NOT PROTECT you from anything other than 302 
someone spitting on you. The virus is not floating around in the 303 
air, it's LIES, LIES, LIES — I'm telling you. It's about provoking 304 
anger, it's about cow towing you to their control with fear, it's 305 
about an INSURRECTION against America—we are at war! The 306 
and the enemy is LIBERAL who want to transform America into a 307 
socialist dictatorship where they can take over your lives and your 308 
livelihood — . 309 
So, what is Trump to do? I'll tell you what! The President's instincts 310 
serve him very well. He is going to focus on GETTING 311 
REELECTED — that's what we need. We need to get him reelected. 312 
Nothing will save us from these people — nothing! They will 313 
destroy our liberties, they will turn the power of the sword against 314 
the righteous, they will turn America into China-2, they will take 315 
our liberties and our freedoms away from us — the Supreme 316 
Court, cowering to the mob, that's what's going on in these late 317 
rulings — they have been threatened and they are cowering — the 318 
police are cowering, the leadership, they are afraid and they are 319 
retreating, the leadership is throwing the street officers under the 320 
so-called bus, and police are moving out of the major cities — 321 
There will be a retreat to smaller more conservative enclaves to 322 
mass — we are headed toward all out civil war — and that's what 323 
Pelosi wants, that's what Newsome wants, that's what Kate Brown 324 
wants, that's what Inslee wants — what else can I think? 325 
The Antifa/BLM are protestors, we need to support them, it's okay 326 
for them to take over seven city blocks in Seattle, and to set up 327 
barriers, and demand people "show their papers" to enter, and 328 
guard their borders with armed guards patrolling their occupied 329 
territory and demand the business within their usurped territory to 330 
pay them or be destroyed—all of that is fine! But then, let the 331 
mayor of Seattle have her home touched by these vandals — now 332 
they are "domestic terrorists." Let the vandals gather in the street 333 
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where Portland's Mayor lives and — oh, oh, now he comes out and 334 
says he does not approve of what's going on in Seattle, what they 335 
are doing is wrong. Where was he last week? Safe at home! That's 336 
where. 337 
Nothing is more sickening that these selfish, self-righteous, little 338 
wimps willing to let their neighbors houses burn, their neighbors 339 
business be destroyed, and leave their own police hanging and 340 
taking the blame — but let one of these thugs touch their house, or 341 
gather on their street — now, all of a sudden, these are domestic 342 
terrorists, these are thugs, these are bad people! 343 
Those leaders should taken and dumped into the nearest trash can. 344 
Better, you know what, they should be dropped into the middle of 345 
the protestors that they love so much. They should be delivered 346 
over to them. They should be made to live within the CHOP of 347 
CHAZ. 348 
The dirty, wicked, evil little secret is this. So long as these 349 
protestors are destroying black communities, and destroying black 350 
lives, these white liberals are perfectly content to support them. But 351 
let these nasty little rebels touch one of their little white 352 
neighborhoods — and then you'll see something will be done about 353 
this. 354 
The black lives matter movement and the Antifa movement needs 355 
to understand the rules. Destroy black communities, destroy black 356 
businesses, and, yeah, we will give you the police too, attack the 357 
police — but don't you dare come into my lily-white 358 
neighborhood. 359 
The more things change the more they stay the same.  360 
The Democrats—back in the days of the fight for civil rights, when 361 
Republicans were fighting for civil rights, the Democrats were 362 
opposing civil rights — the Democrats protested then too, they 363 
burned down historic black churches — and today, the white 364 
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liberal Democrats smile and kneel, and wear their scarfs while BLM 365 
and Antifa burn down historic churches. 366 
Back then, the Democrats wore masks to hide their identity, it was 367 
a white hood, and they burned crosses on lawns and church yards, 368 
and burned the homes of black families—today, they have BLM 369 
and Antifa to do their dirty work, who behind their masks attack 370 
blacks, burn their homes, burn their businesses, hiding their 371 
identity behind a mask — then, the KKK burned black owned 372 
businesses, today, white liberals tip their glasses and wear their 373 
scarves, and give lip service to the plight of blacks while they 374 
encourage black lives matter and ANTIFA to destroy black owned 375 
businesses for them — 376 
This needs to be turned around on them. You watch what happens 377 
if you attack the white liberals—they are fine so long as you are 378 
killing one another, look at Chicago — go ahead and kill each other 379 
— just try to bring that out into the liberal white communities — 380 
then they will turn on you so fast you won't know what happened. 381 
And you think these black thugs are your friends, that they are 382 
representing your interests: they are burning down your 383 
businesses—they are the ones doing the bidding of the wicked, 384 
corrupt, racist Democrat Party. They are the ones who are owned 385 
band bought by white Massas like Soros — and doing the bidding 386 
of generational racists like Pelosi — removing monuments to 387 
DEMOCRAT Party members who opposed civil rights for blacks. 388 
Every one of these monuments to slavery, or oppression are 389 
DEMOCRATS. Do you really believe that lily-white demagogue 390 
has anything but disdain, and scorn for you?  391 
Well — ask her to give you her house! No, demand it! Demand 392 
that she, out of her own vast wealth, distribute that wealth to you. 393 
Go ahead and torch one of her expensive cars, or put some graffiti 394 
on her fenced in mansion — or, well, you know what will happen. 395 
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She will have you hauled off to jail before you could say Bob's your 396 
uncle. You'd be perched on jail cell bench before you could say JIM 397 
CROW. 398 
Wake up! 399 
Okay, gotta go! All that you see going on is a reason to vote for 400 
TRUMP!  401 
But let me tell you! This is not over yet! You remember I said that 402 
the Demoncrats are desperate and will do absolutely ANYTHING 403 
to stop Trump from being reelected. It's ALL OR NOTHING for 404 
these people. They are going to commit voter fraud like you've 405 
never seen before. They are going to do everything they can to 406 
intimidate you, to cower you, to make you afraid to vote for 407 
Trump. This is a signal to you to expect the whole country to 408 
explode in open riots if Trump is elected — that's the unexpressed 409 
statement you are supposed to get from this. Don't cower. 410 
But I will tell you this, we will not win this politically, we are going 411 
to have to win this battle spiritually. I'm not kidding. Join one of 412 
our spiritual warfare assault teams and let's charge the gates of hell, 413 
and scatter the power of darkness that is keeping so many blinded 414 
to what is going on. Get my book, God's War: Why Christians 415 
Should Rule the World— get it today! Go to godswar2020.com, or 416 
call 1.805.314.2114 to order over the phone. 417 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 418 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 419 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 420 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 421 
LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 422 
disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 423 
lights off? 424 
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Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 425 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 426 
email. 427 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 428 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 429 
 430 


